FLX-MOBIL
Mobile Solutions for SAP®
Log your data with mobile terminals

SAP® Premium Certified
Integration with SAP Applications
The FLX-MOBIL series

- Complete integration into SAP®
- More than 200 standard solutions available
- Use of various terminals possible
- Intuitively designed user interface
- Minimization of manual processes by utilizing barcode / RFID technology
- Reduction of input errors
- Quick alignment to your conditions
- Application as site or business solution

The FLX-MOBIL solution supports you in optimizing your logistics processes

Optimize your processes with mobile scanner applications

The FLX-MOBIL series supports you in optimizing your logistics processes. Mobile applications accelerate processes and boost efficiency.

Mobile SAP® solutions for all your logistics processes

Flexus offers a great number of mobile transactions for logistics processes on account of our years of experience in the field of mobile SAP® solutions. Using the mobile application, the instrumental features of SAP® logistics are more efficiently customizable for goods receipt, warehouse, production and shipping by using the mobile application. Technology, processes and physical environment have to fit together. We offer the all-in-one solution and assist you in finding the right solution for your specific needs.

Accelerated processes – boosted efficiency

All process operations along the supply chain are organized more efficiently when using mobile SAP® solutions. Process times and errors are reduced considerably by using FLX-MOBIL to input entries on site.

The Flexus building block concept

The development framework by Flexus resembles a construction kit for customizable and swift execution of technological and economical solutions and features.

The modular use of all applications allows you to display individual requests. Additional applications can be added at any time. FLX-MOBIL solutions can be used stationary or company wide.
FLX-MOBIL supports the optimization of your logistics processes.

Technology for connecting with mobile terminals

- ITSMobile (HTML and ABAP)
- SAP Fiori and UI5 design
- JMobileClient (Flexus application)
- Offline technology

Customizable industry solutions

Due to the modular structure of our mobile solutions, customization is possible. We also offer customizable business solutions.

Customizable hardware

The mobile solutions support a wide range of applications as they can be used on different kinds of terminals (handhelds, forklift terminals, tablets, etc.).

Connection to the SAP® system via established wireless technologies

Without middleware, the mobile terminals are directly connected with the SAP® system through wireless technologies such as WLAN, GPRS or UMTS.

Data transfer takes place in real time via online network. Updates are entered directly into your SAP® system without time delay. Offline solutions can be used for specific user scenarios without access to network connections.

Areas of application - more than 200 templates available

- Mobile warehouse processes SAP® MM
- Mobile warehouse processes SAP® WM/EWM
- Mobile inventory SAP® IM/WM/EWM
- Mobile transport logistics
- Mobile operating data / Kanban
- Mobile handling unit / HU management
- Mobile quality management
- Reporting and extension apps
FLEXUS – Your SAP® Intralogistics Partner

The Flexus AG has been your competent consultancy for process-oriented implementation of SAP solutions since 1995. We have a long-standing expertise in the SAP® environment with a focus on logistics.

Here we have created solutions in and around SAP® that implement industry-specific requirements in customizing and software, and therefore are able to achieve significant benefits for you.

We develop and implement mobile business strategies and NetWeaver portal solutions which enables you to be already equipped today for the businesses of tomorrow.